

Maitri and Karuna     

Notes from the lectures of Thich Nhat Hahn

Love is the fruit of understanding.  We can even say that love is another name for understanding.  If you understand someone, you naturally love him or her.  And the practice of love is linked to the practice of looking, looking deeply in order to see, and in order to understand.

I would like to describe love as something that makes us healthy, joyful, happy.  And that is why all of us need love.

And to love is an art; you cannot love without understanding the way that something exists.

Love is something very concrete; you can touch, you can taste.  We can verify.  Love is like the honey made by the bees, a kind of nectar made by our practice.

And of course this kind of love is for everyone, because when you practice buddhist meditation you practice looking at yourself first.  And because of the fact that you understand yourself it will be possible for you to understand other peoples and other living beings.


When someone is suffering quite a lot, his suffering, her suffering will spill over around her, and we will have to receive that kind of suffering.  And if he or she makes us suffer a lot it is because he or she suffers himself or herself.  And when you are able to see how many painful feelings are in the stream of feeling of that person, then you understand.  You understand that the person is suffering a lot, and that he is worth your love, your care, your compassion.

The willingness to love is not love, is not love yet.   And if you don't know how to love, if you don't understand the person, the more you love the more you make the person unhappy, you destroy the person.  That is why father and son, mother and daughter, husband and wife, everyone has to practice love meditation- it means everyone has to look into the nature of the other person in order to understand the difficulties in that person, the anxiety, the problems of that person, otherwise love is not possible.
I think it is very beneficial for us to practice love meditation.  And I think love should be directed to ourselves, and it means understanding should be directed to ourself.  And when you are able to love yourself, then you will be able to love the other person more easily.  

When you are practicing breathing in and out, deep and slow, calm and ease, smile and release, making steps, getting in touch with the wonderful aspects of life within you and around you, you are practicing love.  You are taking good care of yourself.  And if you are taking care of yourself in that way, no one can say you are egoistic.  Taking good care of yourself- that's the best way to help us. 

Practicing love meditation, taking care of yourself, is the basic thing.  And when you succeed, then practicing love meditation and taking care of others will become a second step.  But before you make the second step, the second step is already made, because other people benefit right away the moment when you become fresh, pleasant.  Because love cannot be hidden.  Love manifests itself always in your way of looking, your way of dealing with things, and during your daily life.

If you are taking good care of yourself you are taking care of all of us.  

Just think of a tree standing unknown in a rain forrest; healthy, solid.  Well, we are still here because that tree is there.  If that tree is not there then we will not be here.  So the presence of such a tree in the rain forrest is so important, so crucial to our survival.  And therefore, if here and there on the planet there are people who know how to take good care of themselves and can live joyfully, happily, then that is our strongest support.  So anything we do, we do for everyone.  That is the real meaning of Mahayana.  

Maitri is the willingness and the capacity to offer joy to someone.  Not only the willingness, but also the capacity to offer joy.  Because if you do not understand the other person what you do may not be joyful to him or her.  
There is the willingness to offer joy, but not the capacity to offer joy.  That capacity is the capacity of understanding the person to whom you would offer joy.

Understanding means the fruit of your practice of looking deeply into that person.  By looking like that the fruit of understanding arises, and together with that, the fruit of love, of maitri.  And maitri is the kind of love that has no conditions whatsoever.  There is no calculation in the act of loving.  There is only the intention and the capacity to offer joy, that is maitri.


The other word for love is karuna.  Karuna is the willingness and the capacity of removing pain from the other person.  Because of the effort to look deeply and to see, that is why we know what kind of pain is in that person. 
And if we look deeply enough we will see the roots of that pain.  And unless you see the root of the pain you cannot remove the pain.

So when you see the pain in that person, when you see the roots, you will be able to help.  If you don't understand enough, whatever you do can make it more serious.  That is why doing charity work, doing social work, doing therapy work, we have to practice looking- it means meditation.

To meditate is to penetrate into the nature of things, and not to go around that thing, thinking about something, maybe just getting some conceptual knowledge about it, but penetrating it.  It needs more.  You have to identify with it, be one with it in order to really understand it.

We practice meditation in the sitting position, meditation in the writing position, in the standing position, in the looking position, in the walking position.

Then understanding their need, what they need to be themselves, we will know what to do and what not to do.

Although the practices of maitri and karuna involve the spirit of not expecting something in return from the ones we serve, the effect on us is very great.  The Buddha described to us many good things that result from the practice of maitri and kaurna; you don't have nightmares, you sleep well, you are loved by people, you are protected by both gods and men, you grow healthier, and so on...because the beneficial water of maitri and karuna water you first.
And during your act of loving, well, that water continues to flow upon you in order to refresh you and make you bloom like a flower.  And the practice of maitri and karuna therfore benefits the practitioner and also the one towards whom the practice is directed.

